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GAMING

GAMERS
ELITE 8
It’s all fun and games
until the games are
judged on how fun
they are...
The Gamers Elite 8 features many games prevalent
among the Esports community. Esports has helped bring gaming to the
fore front of the public eye
through large scale competitions, with a wide variety
of games included in the
pantheon of competition including MOBA (multiplayer

online battle arena) and RTS
(real-time strategy) style games. It has erupted into a
nine figure industry, with
numbers ascending year by
year and showing no signs
of stopping.

Let the games begin. We look forward to putting
this debate to rest. Look for our polls on our social
media accounts @grnteamag on IG and Twitter,
or on Facebook at GRN TEA Magazine.

1. Super Mario vs
2. 007: Golden Eye

3. Mario Kart vs
4. Pac Man

12. Street Fighter vs
11. Halo

8. Madden vs
7. Call of Duty

America’s favorite plumber
takes on the most recognizable
bond game ever created.

Nintendo’s most prolific battle
racing game takes on the legendary yellow blob gobbler

The original fight game takes on
the hometown fps favorite.

Arguably the most consistent
sporting console game ever
created battles the most prolific
fps franchises
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You can also email to vote at grnteamagazine@
gmail.com. May the best game WIN!
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GAMING

“Stabbing someone in the back isnt
frowned upon, it’s encouraged”

(COD) NUKETOWN
FIRST APPEARENCE: COD: Black Ops (2010)
GAME STUDIO: Treyarch, n-Space, Raven Software
CONSOLE: XBOX 360® // PLAYSTATION® 3 // 3DS™ // DS // PC

This is the bread and butter right here!
Nuketown is instant action, and delivers
a great balanced layout for a small sized
map. The rush options through the middle ground busses lend itself to high energy short-range action. Partner that with
the upstairs bedroom perches great for
the mid-range sniping or assault rifles,
and you have a recipe for an extremely
entertaining fight. The short distance between spawns and common rush emphasis often results in the spawns swapping
more frequently, leaving less downtime
between fire exchanges. Game on!

Up your KDR and lower your RAGE
QUITS by knowing the lay of the
land.
Unknown titles Maze War and Spazim started it all in the form of flight simulators. Tank arcade
legend Battlezone paved the way on the commercial front. Counter Strike and Goldeneye eventually
followed suit in the years to come. The first person shooter genre is wildly popular among gamers of
late. In 2017, FPS games led sales by unit at a whopping QUARTER of the entire market, followed by
action games at 21.5%, sport games at 11.6% and role playing games coming in at 11.3%.
We did hear a common gripe among the FPS gaming community though. A point of contention
that echoed from circle to circle. The maps just aren’t what they
used to be! What happened to Dust 2? Or Complex? Where have all
the good maps gone? Are they coming back anytime soon?
Hear us out developers and designers. We know it’s difficult creating every nook and cranny in each map, and trying to make all of
them unique and special in their own right. We wanted to do you a
solid and give you an array of maps that you can use for your measuring stick. Let these legendary maps provide the blueprint for
what we as a gaming community expect from our shooter games!

TIP DRILL //
DIVERSIFY YOUR PORTFOLIO:

Different size maps require utilization of different types of weapons to be
effective. Practice your short game with an SMG or shotgun, and long game
with an assault rifle or sniper.

“Know thy enemy, Never
bring a pistol to a grenade
launcher fight.”
BY: NoahKingDEATHBRINGER69
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(CS OFFICE
FIRST APPEARENCE: Counter-Strike (2000)

“Always hold a grudge,
it’s funner that way.”

GAME STUDIO: Valve Corporation, Sierra Entertainment
CONSOLE: Windows® // Linux™ // XBOX™ // Mac OSX®

TIP DRILL //
SPAWNS MATTER:

The flow of both your opponents and teammates matter.
If everyone rushes but you, and
they start clearing the enemy
spawn, expect a surge in potential kills in your immediate area.
Keep your head on a swivel. “

“Don’t forget to Tea-Bag so they
know it’s REAL.”

Dust 2 is the obvious choice for
many, but one of the most underrated
maps from Counter Strike acknowledged
by many is the hostage rescue map Office.
The long obstacle ridden hallways of the
office leading to the hostages contrasted
by the snow drenched perimeter of the
map creates an interesting dynamic for
mid range combat between terrorists and
counter terrorists. The level is incredibly
balanced. And there is something about
diving through office cubicles and gunning down terrorists that is strangely satisfying. The hostage standoffs and sneaking
them out under fire and duress make for
extremely invigorating gameplay.

(HALO BLOOD GULCH
FIRST APPEARENCE: HALO: Combat Evolved (2001)
GAME STUDIO: Bungie, Gearbox Software, LLC, MacSoft,
Westlake Interactive
CONSOLE: Windows® // XBOX™

(007 • GOLDEN EYE) COMPLEX
FIRST APPEARENCE: 007: GoldenEye (1997)
GAME STUDIO: Rare, Ultimate Play the Game
CONSOLE: Nintendo 64® // Wii™

From the greatest first person shooter game Nintendo ever put forth, Goldeneye has a warchest
of exceptional maps to choose from. But with its metal walls and crimson red sky, we just keep coming
back to Complex. The level has an array of hiding spots scattered through the map, along with plenty
walk ways to pick off your enemies from higher ground. Match that with the various sprawling ramps
that allow different depths for fire exchange and Complex will keep you on the edge of your seat for the
duration.
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Often called the greatest level Halo has
ever featured, the box canyon bloodbath
map known as Blood Gulch has it all. Heavy duty vehicles like Banshees and Warthogs. A ridge along the Red spawn primed
for sniping and long range combat. A tunnel system near the Blue spawn running
through the canyon wall ideal for short to
mid range firefights. And teleporters on
top of each base making the large scale
map easier to navigate. The teleportation
device drops you in the valley, however.
A valley of death mid-map that is prime
hunting grounds for snipers on either side
with a vantage point. Happy hunting!
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RESTAURANTS
WRITTEN BY: Mikaela Cowles Judd

When his first restaurant, Sawyer, earned
a James Beard Nomination for ‘Best New Restaurant,’ was Mitch Mayers surprised? Maybe. But
after experiencing his eclectic menu loaded with
Pacific Northwest ingredients and Mexican-South
American flare, it’s clear no
mistake was made.
Sawyer’s delightful mix of casual comfort food is as
inspiring and welcoming as its homespun industrial vibe. Tucked on the back side of Old Ballard,
it’s housed in a former sawmill and has a peekaboo
view of the suburb’s industrial shipyard. Soaring
ceilings and exposed beams are softened by wood
floors and tabletop lamps that appear to have been
plucked from a country cottage.

“"Sawyer, a delightful mix of
casual comfort food is as inspiring and welcoming as its
homespun industrial vibe"”

The menu’s designed for sharing. It encourages
a familial feel. So too does the friendly waitstaff,
affordable prices, and obvious collection of regulars whose delight over new and familiar dishes is
palpable.
In Mayers’ refusal to be pigeonholed by a region,
he grounds his constantly changing menu in skill
and high-quality ingredients. Such refinement
can well be attributed to the Seattle native’s four
years working as chef de cuisine under James
Beard Award-winning chef John Sundstrom at
Lark. That, and his degrees from both the Culinary
Institute of America and Cornell’s School of Hotel
Administration.

"The menu’is designed for
sharing. It encourages a
familial feel. So too does the
friendly waitstaff, affordable
prices, and obvious collection
of regulars whose delight
over new and familiar dishes
is palpable."

Start with the smaller plates that range from warm
buttery pretzels to delicate steamed buns loaded
with thickly sliced pork belly. Each is delicious in
its own right. The pretzels were crafted by Mayers’
“Chief Dough Officer,” Linnea Scott — whose presence is tasted throughout the menu in delightful
bread-filled bites.

While Seattle’s exceptional Asian cuisine may inherently make you overlook Mayers’ udon noodles, you’d be missing out. (We almost did and were
incredibly grateful the kitchen corrected our mistake.) The slightly spicy bowl of hand-cut noodles
is studded with house pastrami and bay shrimp. It
may arguably be your favorite bite of the night.

Happy to accommodate food allergies, the kitchen
can serve the poke bowl’s scallops on the side — as
they did for us. My dining companion reported
happily that the scallops were ultra-tender with a
hint of sweetness. The rest of the bowl is a bright
mix of pickled daikon, creamy avocado, and fresh
ahi tuna.

Unless of course, you round out your savory selection with the Dungeness crab roll. Mayers stuffs
Scott’s everything spice bun with a healthy helping
of crab and tops it with salmon lox — creating a
Puget Sound flavor bomb.

The artichokes, wood grilled and served with a
slightly spicy anchovy hazelnut remoulade, are
topped with a healthy helping of parmesan. It is
another ‘eat-with-your-hands’ menu item. Stripping the leaves and devouring the tender hearts is
as conversation-inducing as it is satisfying.
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For dessert, consider a walk on the caramel side
and indulge in the cuatro leches cake. The dense pound cake comes in a bath of four milks. It
is sprinkled with salted pistachios. Adorned by
whipped crème fraiche and huckleberries, it offers
a finish that satisfies without overwhelming an
already decadent meal.
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RESTAURANTS

The Slice Journey
Continues..

THE GREAT
PIZZA CRAWL
We’ve all heard of pub crawls. But for
those of us who frequent Capitol Hill,
one of Seattle’s most flourishing and
foodie rich neighborhoods to date, a
time honored tradition for some is the
“Pizza Crawl”. And yes, it’s exactly what
it sounds like.
The wealth of tasty pizza joints
sprinkled throughout the hill is a gold
mine of riches for flavor hunters. Many
New York style pizza options share the
title of best slice on any given day, but
there is also a lesser known pizza spot
locals have also come to know and love
nestled in between.

We start low and work our way up the
hill with New York style heavy weight Hot Mamas, tucked on the corner of East Pine and
Boylston Ave across from Linda’s Tavern and R
Place. First off, you can’t go wrong with 3 dollar slices, and that’s not just for cheese. That’s
any slice, including the classic pepperoni, the
iconic pesto, and the vegetarian favorite the
Mamacita, topped with tomatoes, jalapenos,
onions, olives and fresh cilantro.
HOT MAMA’S
Address:
700 E Pine St Seattle,
WA 98122
Phone:
(206) 322-6444
Website:
hot-mamaspizza.com
IG:
@hotmamasseattlepizza

Time to walk off that first slice,
onward and upward towards delicious neapolitan pizzeria Via Tribunali. The brief break from
NY style, Tribunali delivers naples style neapolitan pizza that you cut with scissors straight
from a wood fire oven. You can’t order by the
slice here, so get a couple pies with a group and
mix and match to perfection. They also have an
expansive wine list for pairings. Try the italian
sausage and fresh mozzarella of the Cippolina,
or the Verde pie stacked with pesto, artichoke
and goat cheese.
VIA TRIBUNALI
Address:
913 E Pike St Seattle,
WA 98122
Phone:
(206) 322-9234
Website:
viatribunali.com

see the cheese. If you’re feeling a bit
more froggy, the Harlem Nights topped with
sausage, mushroom and green pepper is worth the leap. The Tomato Basil for the vegetarian
palate, made with fresh basil and tomato slices,
topped with mozzarella and drizzled with olive
oil is also a can’t miss.
			
BIG MARIO’S
Address:
1009 E Pike St Seattle,
WA 98122
Phone:
(206) 922-3875
Website:
bigmariosnewyorkpizza.com
IG:
@bigmariospizza

Last but not least (if you aren’t full beyond repair by this point), jump one street over
to East Union and visit our cherry on top pizza
venue, Sizzle Pie. Sizzle serves east coast style
pizza with a west coast flair on ingredients,
and the outcome is pure harmony for your
tastebuds. The Ol Dirty is a testament to such
flavors, boasting salami, ricotta, olive oil and
pepperoncinis. For the vegans they also feature The Ripper, a spread of caramelized onions,
house red sauce, mushroom, green peppers
and olives.
SIZZLE PIE
Address:
1009 E Union St Seattle,
WA 98122
Phone:
(206) 325-7437
Website:
sizzlepie.com
IG:
@sizzlepie

Now if you’ve made it this far congratulations, you’ve officially completed the pizza
Next stop is a stone throw away, a few doors crawl. We hope this crawl meant as much to
down at the renowned Big Marios, another you as it did to us (and our waist line). SeattNew York style pizzeria that goes hard in the fla- le isn’t necessarily celebrated for its pizza, but
vor department. By the slice is the staple, and it does not disappoint. Stay tuned for our next
locals swear by the pepperoni, chalked full of foodie crawl featured in a different Seattle neiso much mini pepperonis that you can barely ghborhood near you!
IG:
@via_tribunali

Written & Researched by
Noah Garoutte
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NIGHTLIFE

“TABLE SERVICE ISN’T FOR EVERYONE OR FOR
EVERY WEEKEND. BUT FOR BIRTHDAYS AND SPECIAL
OCCASIONS, YOU MIGHT AS WELL DO IT BIG”

T H E

A R T

O F
TA B L E

S E R V I C E

People who rarely go out may not
be accustomed to it. Some cities
have very few venues offering such a
service. Some just find it pretentious.
The city of Seattle still has various
nightclubs offering table service, which
is basically the same thing as bottle
service offered in cities like Las Vegas
or LA, but the bottle is locked up in the
section (sorry Kimberly, you can’t pour
your own vodka redbull).
Table service in a nutshell is contacting a VIP host and buying a booth or
seating section in a specific portion
of a venue or nightclub, which comes

with a set amount of people allowed
in the section, and requires buying a
minimum amount of alcohol to satisfy
the minimum for the section (average
around $300 + tax and tip per 6 guests
for non-events). This service also
allows expedited entry into the venue
and often times designated security for
your area. The value of this service lies
in the eyes of the beholder.
Are you going to live on the dance
floor all night? Probably don’t need to
spend $300 on a section. Only two of
you? Probably doesn’t make sense to
drop a half rack on a place to sit for an

hour and a half and ingest an absurd
amount of booze (most venues require
a table of 4 or more to avoid over
consumption). But not everyone’s the
same. Some people value not being
shoulder to shoulder, and having a
home base of sorts. Others love the
show of it, as your bottle is brought
out by a beautiful server with sparklers
lighting up your section for all to see.
The benefit of a server pouring drinks
directly in your section also saves your
guests from the hassle of waiting at the
congested bar.

C O N T I N U E D

O N

N E X T

PA G E

WRITTEN BY:
NOAH GAROUTTE
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“Reserving a section is a gray area by and large,
with every venue varying in how their reservation
process works. You may call one club and reach a
guy with a dog in the background who answers the
phone by simply saying “Sup?”

Reserving a section is a gray area by and large, with every
venue varying in how their reservation process works. You
may call one club and reach a guy with a dog in the background who answers the phone by simply saying “Sup?”.
The next club may ask for your credit card information over
the phone and make it seem like you’re filling out a census
questionnaire. Booking aspect aside, there is value in reserving a table, especially if you go out on a regular basis.
It’s great for special occasions. It may not make sense to
get a table on a random friday after work, but it definitely
elevates the experience for a birthday or bachelorette party.
Often times venues will work with you to make the occasion
special, coordinating a cake presentation or having the servers come out with blow up cutouts of the guest of honor.
This makes for a memorable celebration to say the least.

PRO Table service can
brighten up anyone’s
TIP night!

Slower nights mean value. If you’re out with a group of
friends and its busy enough to have fun but most of the
tables are empty, most of the time hosts will work a deal for
you on a section, throwing in champagne with the reservation or bringing the price down substantially. Expect to pay
a premium for a section on a sold out show or headliner, but
also try your luck with a vip host on the slower nights and
often times they’ll be more than accommodating of your
group if they’re trying to fill the VIP sections to appeal to
other guests. A heavy girl versus guy ratio also helps in many
cases.
I’d strongly recommend a table reservation on certain
holidays as well, with New Years Eve being the biggest. On a
night typically packed like sardines in most venues, a table
on new years makes all the difference. It encourages a more
enjoyable affair, with most tables including a champagne
toast at midnight along with the usual sparks and flair of VIP
service. Just get that extra champagne order in early, because 11:50 may be too late.
Hopefully now you have an idea of how table service
works. Not everyone perceives the value the same way, but
in certain settings a table reservation elevates a good night
to a great night. Just remember to tip your servers and be
polite to your vip hosts and barbacks, they work hard to
make sure your night is fun and memorable. Cheers!
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NIGHTLIFE
BELLEVUE

TITLE OR BIG INFO
ABOUT PICTURE

IMAGE: GOOGLE IMAGES | venuelytics.com

IMAGE: GOOGLE IMAGES | media.timeout.com

Description Ape dolorum ad quidesti
dolut ipsus volor ap sit et quaere vero
in numquae ctotatem. Nostessum que
repttas moluptatum est, sit qui

PIONEER SQUARE

2ND DATE:
COMEDY
UNDERGROUND

IMAGE: GaudiLab - Fotolia

1st DATE:
Lucky Strike Lanes

Stand up comedy is a sneaky way to test
the waters of seeing what the other person finds
borderline offensive or hilarious. The Comedy
Underground is a veteran comedy club booking
both local and national headliners. It’s an intimate setting in the belly of Pioneer Square, with
comedians often becoming far more engaged
than in a concert hall or theater. This makes for
golden opportunities of crowd interaction, or
maybe a quick roast of your date? You never
know, just be prepared to laugh.

Breaking the ice is one of the most important
things early on in any potential relationship. We
all have our guards up on first impression, and
sometimes it takes a little extra effort to bring
that guard down a peg. What better way than by
knocking down some pins, hurling some skee
balls and partaking in an aggressive air hockey
face off. Lucky Strike has multiple interactive
options which provoke fun energy and sporadic
conversation. Great for the first date!

WRITTEN BY
NOAH GAROUTTE

3RD DATE:
RHIEN HAUS

Dating is not so easy in Seattle.
That sentiment reverberates among many
20 and 30 something groups in the greater
Seattle area. They also say it takes 3 dates to
really get to know someone, and by the third
date you should have a much better idea of
the person you’re spending time with.
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But that seems like a pretty wide net
to cast. What if the first date was a brief coffee date? What if he’s an introvert and it
takes him some time to come out of his shell? We decided to provide our readers with
3 date nights to keep the sparks flying past
dinner. Hopefully these destinations can
provide ample opportunity for good dialogue and genuine connection over the first
few dates.

IMAGE: GOOGLE IMAGES | visitseattle.org

CAPITOL HILL

Bocce ball is a slightly confusing game to pick
up for a novice. Good thing Rhein Haus provides
the perfect laid back setting, decked out with
european beir hall decor and topped off with a
giant fireplace ideal for cuddling next to with a
pint in hand. Rhein Haus is a popular spot for
college students and local techies alike, making
the social dynamic very upbeat and outspoken.
Great for that third date providing the option
to immerse yourself in a game of bocce ball for
the more competitive couples, or nestle by the
fireplace with some conversation and people
watching sprinkled in for the more laid back
duos.
GRN TEA MAGAZINE | 19
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Sourcing Safely in The Digital Age
The 2020 presidential race is on the horizon, and if it’s anything like the last presidential
race, we should be prepared for the onslaught of
misinformation and bias reading material shared
at nauseum.

“crisis actors”, the spread of misinformation is a
disgusting and ugly tool for the lowest among us,
whether it be for clicks and views or a more malicious intent. Only so much fault can be cast on the
under educated and gullible, who are ill equipped
to source facts and left perpetuating fallacies that
This material is exceptionally dange- can be detrimental to their inner circles or worse,
rous to the easily influenced among us who take their freedom of thought. Here are a few key faceverything at face value and have little means to tors to look out for when reading or sharing inforvet information. From Obama being born in Ken- mation online.
ya to accusing school shooting survivors of being

Trolls gonna’ Troll
If the person you’ve just argued with for over an
hour over Hillary’s emails has 64 friends and a bunch of
pics on how to make money by selling skin care lotion,
chances are you’ve just senselessly tussled with a troll.
Don’t feed the trolls! They have an exorbitant amount
of time on their hands, and have little rationale behind
there dialogue aside from you’re wrong and they’re right, even if you’ve displayed 1000 counter points in your
favor.
That being said, if you’re one of the sad sacks
who unknowingly friended a troll, do NOT share there
propaganda. Often times they toss out poorly constructed memes followed by propaganda from sites with heavy biases and political leanings. Don’t drink the KoolAid, it’ll leave a bad taste in your mouth and then some.

Keywords
Source Your Material
Wait, so you’re saying a
column from Snowflakesmustburn.org or Death2conservatives.com has a particular bias
and spews mostly misinformation to back a specific narrative?
How could this be? If only there
were some kind of combatant
in the form of an easily researched website name which can
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be checked via google for political leanings or misinformation likelihood. Wait, you can TOTALLY
do that. And you should!

fact checking that most of these
veiled propaganda links shared
online neglect to administer on
their information. Despite facebook stating it will better police
Despite what our current online propaganda, I’ll believe it
White House may have you think, when I see it and would rather do
most news outlets like CNN and my own research before smasBBC News have thorough vetting hing that share button.
processes, and require a level of

Recommendation
Engines
These engines have strong connections with conspiracy theories and conspiracy sites like Qanon, who will try tirelessly
to convince you the White House is run by
the greys, or that the senate is full of lizard
people hell bent on world domination.
This amplifies if you so happen to
read one of those conspiracy columns purely for a laugh. Sure, it was funny reading
about how Lebron James is allegedly a high
ranking member of the illuminati. Not so
funny though is the barrage of recommendations you’ll now receive via social media
and other platforms spamming you with racist articles about how Jewish people run
the world covertly or that immigrants are
the cause of Flints clean water shortage.

can also be used in your
fight against falsehoods. Utilize search engines like Google to
type keywords from content and
see if other news outlets have
picked up on the news you’re
reading. If no one else has reported on it, often times that tells
you a lot. Also, URLs can often
be monitored and checked for
strange endings like “.com.ed” or
“.com.af” at the tail end. Needless to say, these addresses pro-

bably shouldn’t be trusted.
We must do better as a
society to seek the truth. We
mustn’t devolve into a society
that believes everything it reads
or watches, and allows those
with ill intent the ability to influence our thoughts and ideologies. We owe it to ourselves and
society to be better than that.
Good luck out there friends, and
browse wisely!
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tinders, bumbles
& bears oh my!

TECHNOLOGY

In this day & age love
is just a swipe away, or
is it...

WEEK 1
Matches: 6
Tinder x4
Bumble x2
Dates: 0
Instantly noticing the discrepancies between the two apps
(tinder/bumble). Bumble seems a
bit more social media than dating
app, with full profiles including
height, religion, weed and alcohol
habits, you know the usual stuff.
Hell, they even have a portion of
Bumble strictly for making friends.
Tinder is more the ‘Hot or Not’ for
hookups (despite many women ne-

eding to specify “No Hookups”). No
long bio or spiritual assessments.
On Bumble, the female must acknowledge the man first, however in
Tinder the ball’s in either court.

Both apps seem
dead set on making money off of
me,
is pretty standard for any ‘free’
app. If I swipe past the love of my
life for instance, I have 3 chances
to rekindle that swipe with Bumble. While Tinder you have to pay
to play. Although they’re the other

way around in terms of Super Likes/Swipes (other user is notified
when you super like), as Tinder
allows one super like per day while Bumble wants to see the money
first.
So far 5 matches. Tinder is leading the way. None of the Bumble matches have actually said
anything yet. Also not a fan of the
time limits on Bumble, although
they give you a ‘daily extend’ for
one special match. Think 48 hours
is more realistic in terms of a communication success rate.

D AT I N G A P P T I P S
• Be confident NOT cocky

WEEK 2

• Don’t be a “Hatfish”,
if you’re hair isn’t all there, give a girl
a heads up!

Matches: 6
Tinder x4
Bumble x2
Dates: 0

• No group photo default pictures!
We want to know who we’re looking
at, and you don’t want us to swipe
right on your best friend...

TALE OF
THE TAPE

Age: 33
Age Range: 25-35
Proximity Range: 15 miles

The dating scene isn’t all sunshine and rainbows. Especially in a city that is a cultural melting pot chalked full of social introverts. Online
dating has been the primary method for many,
yielding success for some, and absolute misery
for others.

curious how the apps have come along since my
last single stretch about 3 years back. Although,
if I want to give a comprehensive review of online
dating in Seattle, I’ll have to get my hands dirty.
Or, well, my iPhone in this case. But what’s the
worst that could happen? I took 4 weeks, downloaded Tinder and Bumble and attempted to
I’m a newly single guy, and I’ve also been answer that question.
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Received my first response from a girl on
Bumble. Little did I
know I had a day to
respond to her response, which seems a little
overkill. Had I not seen
her response with my
notifications turned off,
I may have missed it
entirely.
The dating pool on
Bumble seems more
professional and put
together, while Tinder
has the occasional
obvious troll and fake
account which seem a
bit more common place on the Tinder pla-

tform. However, success
rate at the halfway point
has been more Tinder
than Bumble in terms of
matches.

At this point
Tinder also
seems like
it has more
users looking
for hookups,
while Bumble has more
relationship
forward users.
So far Tinder still topping
the leaderboard as far as
success is concerned.
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Got that first
date y’all. It was a
girl I super liked, and
we arranged to meet
shortly after. Won’t
be mailing out wedding invites just yet
though.

Come to find
she is into
some slightly
odd bedroom
behavior,

WEEK 3
Matches: 6
Tinder x4
Bumble x2
Dates: 0

and is no stranger
to sex tapes (typical
first date banter or
nah?). May not be
quite that forever
connection.

sations eventually became dead ends and turn
into forgotten dialogue
after the first day or two
of correspondence. I
came forward and asked
one of my Bumble matches out for coffee and
i’m still waiting in the
wings for that response.
Doesn’t look promising
though.

I’ve had some matching success with
Bumble, but like
many of my Tinder
matches, the conver-

So far Tinder leads Bumble in the match department at 12 to 8. Tinder
also leads the dating
angle at 1 to 0.

Coming Soon!
		
In the final week
my Bumble matches increased
a bit, but still yielded no dates.
While Tinder provided 2 additional dates bringing the monthly
total to 3 dates in a one month
span. One date was a very casual cup of coffee and will likely blossom into an
awesome friendship. The other turned out to be
a bit shallow (obsessed with brand names and
status), so I politely declined that second date.

A new mobile app for finding local
activities, events, and deals going on right now!

3 of my Bumble matches expired with no dialogue. This seems to be the norm at this point.
Both have a feature to pay more to reveal every
user who has right swiped you, which may stack
the odds in your favor comparatively.

All in all, Tinder seemed to
have a better success rate in
terms of dates and matches
at 19 compared to Bumbles 14. Tinder also had
less right swipes for me vs Bumble, and I felt
Bumble had far less troll accounts when all was
said and done.
That being said, everyone has different criterias
for who they swipe right on, and individual results may absolutely vary. This was just me giving our readers my experience. Do with it what
you will. I didn’t quite find love, but definitely
had some interesting encounters!
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Email: sales@zeacon.com
Web: www.zeacon.com
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COVER Q&A

(On QB's
He Misses Hitting)

CLIFF AVRIL
FORMER SEaHAWKS SUPERBOWL DEFENSIVE END

“I hate them all. Well, except my
guy Russ... I’d say quarterbacks
like Tom Brady and Drew Brees”

LIFE AFTER FOOTBALL

PHOTOS BY
JORGE HERNANDEZ

THE HEART OF A CHAMPION NEVER WAIVERS

He’s got a monster truck motor and
a killer instinct that he used to wreak
havoc on opposing quarterbacks and
backfields for over a decade in the
NFL. Cliff Avril was a relentless defender, and would leave it all out on the
field and then some on game days for
whichever team was lucky enough to
employ his services. From Jacksonville
to Purdue, then on to Detroit and finally bringing home a Lombardi trophy to
our beloved city of Seattle.
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Now, he’s a family man and well
known philanthropist for the people
of Haiti, a place extremely close to his
heart. We caught up with Cliff and got
the rundown on what life has been like
after football, why helping Haiti is such
a big priority for him, and which quarterbacks he still misses taking down on
Sundays.

CATCHING UP
WITH CLIFF
ABOUT LIFE AFTER
FOOTBALL AND HIS
LOVE FOR HAITI
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GT: What has life been like after football?

I can pick their brains, see what makes them tick,
etc. For me, that’s an invaluable opportunity. It’s
especially important for me during this transition
out of football. A wise man told me to surround
yourself with people that are doing better than
you so that’s what I’m all about.

CA: Life after football has been good for the
most part. I’ve just been trying to figure out
what my next move is. I have my foundation
that keeps me busy, along with my radio show
which is daily on 950 KJR. Both help keep my
mind off of football.

GT: Lets transition to Haiti. When you first gained an
opportunity to help the children of Haiti with the WE
Foundation, how life changing was that experience?

GT: How much do you miss suiting up? How
difficult has the transition been?

HAITI OVER
EVERYTHING

“I believe education is
extremely important to the
growth of anyone”

CA: I’m Haitian. My mom and dad were both born
in Haiti so it’s not a foreign place to me. However,
it was about a 15-year gap from when I had last
gone. I knew I wanted to do something in Haiti,
but I wasn’t sure how or exactly what. Marshawn
Lynch introduced me to one of the head people at
an organization called WE which does a lot of work
in Haiti. The stars aligned, and we’ve been working
in Haiti ever since. We’ve been blessed to build an
elementary school there, host an annual football
camp, and so many other things! It’s very humbling
to be able to go back and give back to the country
my family is from.

CA: Believe it or not, I don’t miss suiting up. I
just miss being around the fellas. I tell people
all the time I don’t miss how I used to feel on
Mondays and Tuesdays. The transition is an
ongoing process. As I said earlier, it’s really all
about figuring out what’s next. Finding other
things you’re passionate about then executing. But of course, it’s easier said than done.

“BELIEVE IT OR NOT I DON’T MISS SUITING UP. I
JUST MISS BEING AROUND THE FELLAS”

GT: Why is building schools and the influence of
education such an important cause for you?
CA: I believe education is extremely important to
the growth of anyone. A country like Haiti unfortunately doesn’t have access to schools like we do
here in the states. However, the people there really
want to learn and advance. They just don’t have the
resources. I feel like if they have more opportunities
to learn in a safe environment, then they would be
able to help the country way more than they are
now. It’s the first step to changing the way things
are done there.

GT: If you were still in the league, whose the first
quarterback you can envision sacking?
CA: I hate them all, well except my guy Russ (only
cuz he’s on my team and the homie lol). I’d say
quarterbacks like Tom Brady and Drew Brees (sacked both by the way) because both are HOFers,
and I’d like to add more of those kind of sacks to
my resume.
GT: You’ve lived in places like Detroit and Jacksonville. What was it about Seattle that made you
want to call the great pacific northwest home?
CA: Seattle is a unique place for me. Outside of
playing football and being a part of some special
games here, I’d say it’s the people I’m fortunate
to meet in this city. Most cities where a professional team exists, the athletes are typically some of
the top earners in that city. Well, in Seattle we’re
probably not even top 3000, and I like that because I can meet with all these CEOs and business
owners who are successful in their own right.
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HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
CHEF CLIFF
NEVER
DISSAPOINTS
HIS FANS

Dining To Make a Difference
event at Ascend Bellevue.

“Seattle
is a unique place for me. Outside of playing
football and being a part of some special games
here, I’d say it’s the people I’m fortunate to
meet in this city”

GT: We know you’ve brought star players like Marshawn Lynch and Michael Bennet to Haiti with you
during some of your visits. Do you have any other
surprise guests for the children of Haiti on your
upcoming visits?
CA: It’s interesting you say star players like Shawn and Mike B. They are just the homies (to me),
and they love to support and make a difference
wherever they can. That being said Marshawn was
supposed to go with us again. Frank Clark, Quentin
Jefferson, Duane Brown and many more were all
supposed to go with me this year as well, but unfor-
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tunately, we had to cancel the trip this year due to some
political unrest in the city. I didn’t want to take people
there with all that going on.
GT: You’ve mentioned influencing curriculums, potentially
building another school or expanding on communities as
your next vision for Haiti. What’s at the forefront of your
next efforts?
CA: I want to continue to inspire the youth in Haiti. Just
like in any country, they are the future so we have to educate them first and foremost. I’ve been working with an
organization there that’s similar to the Boys & Girls clubs
here in the states. I want to continue building that relationship with them by supporting different programs they
have. There’s also a good chance we may end up building
another school at some point.

CA: When we go to Haiti, not only is it my goal to give back
in so many ways, but another major goal is for me to show
the athletes and individuals that support my foundation
how beautiful of a country Haiti is. There are so many
amazing beaches, waterfalls, etc. The country has such a
rich history. I want to aid in changing the narrative of Haiti being some poor, undesirable country. Haiti is amazing!
GT: When you look back 10 years from now and reflect on
your accomplishments, what will you be the most proud
of?
CA: Building schools and homes for those that are less
fortunate. Everything else is icing on the cake, but being
able to impact someone’s life in that way to me is by far
the coolest thing I’ve been able to do.

GT: I know the political unrest has made travelling back
quite difficult. When you’re able to get back what is on the
agenda that you hope to accomplish?

THANK YOU
We’d like to thank Cliff for taking the time to catch up with us.
-GRN TEA Staff

THE CLIFF AVRIL
FAMILY FOUNDATION
Website: cliffavrilfamilyfoundation.org
Address: PO Box 610071 Dallas, TX 75261
Phone: (866) 958-9991
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A RECIPE FOR
SUCCESS YEARS
IN THE MAKING
The local sports scene in Seattle has been bubbling. Seahawks exceeded expectations in what many
considered a “rebuild” year. The Mariners have come out of the gate on fire
with bats swinging in unison. And the
UW Softball team has been hovering
around the top 5 in the nation for the
better part of the year, keeping the college softball national spotlight firmly
planted in the pacific northwest.

A Conference
Of Their Own
In a conference loaded
with talent, The UW softball team looks to break the
mold and separate themselves
from the pack.
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With a top 10 littered with PAC 12 contenders, the Huskys have built something a little different from their conference rivals the past couple years, and
it starts with the head coach. “Having
the opportunity to play for someone like
Coach Tarr, who has a great deal of success here at the University of Washington, goes a lot deeper than just the number of games she wins” says ace pitcher
Taran Alvelo, ”She teaches us discipline, accountability, and loyalty to our
program and to ourselves.”. Outfielder
Amirah Milloy, daughter of former NFL
star defensive back Lawyer Milloy, has

WRITTEN BY
NOAH GAROUTTE

similar
admiration
for Coach Tarr. “I
think the best part about
it is that she was basically here
from the start of this program, so she
embodies every part of Husky softball. I’ve
really never met someone who is so passionate
about their job. I’m glad I’ve gotten to be a part of it for 4
years.”
With great success comes great expectations, and this team
is no stranger to having a target on their back with conference rivals and high ranking teams alike. But if the pressure is
supposed to be getting to them, I don’t think anyone told the
Huskies. “Our biggest philosophy is stick to playing Husky
softball. We do a really good job in blocking out outside noise
and focusing on our unit. As long as we stick to our game, it
doesn’t matter who is in the other dugout” Milloy clarifies.
“Only the weakest of teams break from the pressure given
to them from the outside” adds Alvelo, “Although last year
we made it far in the season, this specific team is completely new. We just need to keep putting our heads down like
we have, and keep grinding out the wins. This team has the
chance to do some really amazing things!”

And amazing they have been, riding a win heavy record looking to build momentum going into late April and May, hoping to put the icing on the cake by end of season. Outside
of a tumultuous home invasion from UCLA not long ago, the
Husky’s have very few blemishes on their record. That series
also provided a great opportunity for growth to carry into
the seasons twilight from some familiar foes. “The coolest
thing about our conference is everyone sort of comes from
the same area and grew up playing with each other, so there is a lot of support within the conference. Especially come
postseason” Milloy says.
As far as life after softball, Amirah Milloy is already thinking
grad school, as well as toying with the idea of sports broadcasting. Taran Alvelo is still considering her options, yet
she knows that being involved in the sport in a coaching role and giving back to the community are
at the top of her priority list. We’ll be rooting
for you come the postseason ladies. And to
all the players and coaching staff of the
Huskys.
We wish you the best of luck for
the remainder of the season
and beyond. We’ve got our
rally caps on!
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CELEBRITY

TRAINER

BERNARD WATKINS

		
Spring is HERE! With that in mind, New Year’s resolutions are falling by the wayside for many. We took a second to
catch up with one of our favorite celebrity personal trainers,
Bernard Watkins. From pro bowl NFL players to tech executives, Bernard has trained his share of influential clients.
His keys to helping them achieve success? It all starts in the
mind.

PERSONAL TRAINER
AND LIFE COACH
“When Michael Bennet was a
Seahawk, on the field with Bernard
after training camp practice deep in
conversation”

GT: How long have you been in the training space?
BW: Since 2005
GT: What is some advice you regularly give your clients
on reaching their fitness goals?
BW: It’s a mental game. And to get the most out of it requires proper food and nutrition for the brain that stimulates the Pineal Gland.
GT: We know you have an array of professional athletes
that train with you. Why do they choose to train with you?
BW: They see and understand that I take them beyond
the body and into the quantum theory. It’s what I call, the
dream state. Also as a trainer I’m able to bring different
ways of working out, and in most cases working out with
them as their Ka (second spirit). In other words, I become
them and they become me and we move together in that
energy field (dream state) and attempt to make the impossible possible.
GT: How does your workout regimen differ from training
Chris Carson, a RB vs say one of the
linemen you train?
BW: There’s no difference because it’s the spirituality of
the core. Spiritual core. I use the method of symbolic imagery and rhythm versus counting and measuring. Symbolic imagery and rhythm is seeing the whole body outside
of time and space. In other words, I train the “energy” and
not the “body”, and the energy is common among all of us.
So, there’s no real difference.

BW: It goes back to
the mind and spirit
which is infinite, with no
ending. The energy has to
be risen higher to move physical objects. The mental
aspect and circadian rhythm connect us to the cosmo
and download new ways of seeing things and doing
things that you can’t do and see from just our physical
state. I get information from the universe that keeps
me fresh with my workouts.
GT: How has the fitness space and fitness trends
changed since you began, and do you think it is changing for the better?
BW: Unfortunately, technology has become our spirituality instead of our spirituality coming from a position of “Know Thy Self”. We aren’t exercising in nature anymore and doing old fashion workouts using
our body. Todays workouts focus more on the body,
and not the mind and spirit. We see people exercise
frequently and go to these boutique training gyms
coming out with the body being fit but still being
mean spirited to our fellow brothers and sisters.
Example: People coming from the gym and
you would think that serotonin was released
and supposedly bringing them into a state

of happiness, compassion and kindness to others. But
yet, they often fall into the trap of road rage shortly after a workout. The mind and spirit isn’t being tapped
into. When it is tapped into, that will rise the level of
consciousness.
GT: What is some advice you would give to the average joe looking to work on their summer bod but have
never lifted a dumbell?
BW: Start with low glycemic meals and place yourself
in a state of calm prior to the approach to exercise. Visualize your goals because the body will respond to
one’s thoughts. The science of immunology. And then
delve into cardio first because it’s the oxygen build up
that will give the muscles the strength to grow and
look natural and beautiful without the aid of steroids
and other artificial stimulations. It’s boiled down to
the proper mindset.

Always deep conversations with
Bernard. Conversations we relish.
Thank you for taking the time to
chat with us!

GT: You’ve been personal training for over a decade, and trained
in other sports beyond that. What do you do to your workout routines to keep them fresh and new?
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ARTS & LIFESTYLE

TASTEMAKERS
fo r fu ll i n t erv i ews v i s i t G R N T EA.c o m

Tastemakers: a person who decides or
influences what is or will become fashionable. An in depth spotlight on local
trendsetters, socialites and Influencers.

ZOESWEETS
FASHION DESIGNERS

GT: Why do you love Seattle/the PNW?
The PNW has been home. A sense of comfort
and the first place where we established our
brand ZoeSweets.

SCARLET PARKE
MUSICIAN / INFLUENCER

GT: Why do you love Seattle/the PNW?
That’s where my roots are! I was born and raised on
the peninsula - the forest will forever by home. haha

GT: What keeps you motivated? How do you keep from
getting stale?

SP: What is one piece of advice you would give to someone with aspirations of being successful?
Don’t spend your life doing something you’re not
passionate about. When you actually enjoy your work,
success doesn’t feel like some end goal, you get to live
it every day.

SP: I take this day by day. Some days I can be super
motivated and inspired and sometimes I don’t get out
of bed until 1pm. haha I try my best to set small goals
so I feel successful more often, and when I feel successful I feel motivated to keep going.

GT: How would you describe your personal style/
brand?

GT: What’s on the horizon? New projects?

SP: I feel like it’s always changing but my main goal
is to encourage others through the telling of my story.
You can do anything you put your mind to. Life is a lot
more complicated than an inspirational quote, but I
like to believe that if I can be successful after all the
crazy things that happened to me, so can you.
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SP: My very first full-length album, Flight Risk. Most
of these songs were written when I was 18/19, so it’s
pretty amazing to finally see them come to life. I had
the lucky chance to work with some of Seattle’s best
producers, engineers, and studios - I might explode
from excitement when it drops. We haven’t set a firm
date, but you can expect it in May 2019!

ZS: What is one piece of advice you would give
to someone with aspirations of being successful?
One very important piece, that we are actually
still refining, would be consistency. You really
need to be consistent with all aspects of your
business in order to see any progress or success.
GT: How would you describe your personal
style/brand?
ZS: Well our brand is the perfect blend of both
of our styles. We both have really different
style taste but working together we find a good
balance. We are both drawn to bright colors
so one thing we can always agree on is a great
pop of color.
GT: What keeps you motivated? How do you
keep from getting stale?
ZS: We both push each other and it’s a blessing
because when one gets stuck in a creative rut
there is someone with the same dream and
end goal right there to inspire you and get you
back on track. We cut and sew everything from

scratch so it’s easy to be motivated to pump
out new designs. It’s also easy when your motivation is fueled by your passion.
GT: How do you balance so many projects?
ZS: Besides writing it down (LOL) we also use
each other. We rely heavily on each others brains. It’s kind of like not remembering the name
of something and then boom, it hits you. We
are each others “boom”.
GT: What drove you towards your profession?
ZS: We both have had the passion for fashion
design at very young ages..before knowing
each other. We met, discussed our shared passion and it just kind of clicked. Our ideas were
different yet in sync. Definitely, God’s Plan.
GT: What’s on the horizon? New projects?
ZS: We are currently sewing a new collection
that we will be showcasing on April 6th at
Culture Fest 4 in downtown Seattle. We also
release new pieces frequently throughout the
month. Tap into our social media to get all the
latest drops and of course shop online at www.
ZoeSweets.com
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